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What Do Local Amish Companies and Lean Have in Common? Successful Case Studies! 
 
Two very different companies in nearby Amish country contacted us in 2017 about their 
immediate and significant needs. Both had heard the testimonials and process overview at one 
or more Lean Enterprise area events and tours I helped lead. One private company was a wood 
products manufacturer and the other was a produce grower where the harvest and pack out for 
retail was a labor intense assembly line. The reasons for our engagement were described as: 
 

 Improve their ability to compete 
 Running out of space 
 Continuing challenges to get the product out from capacity and throughput constraints 
 Reduce nonvalue added activities like wastes in walking, movement of stock, waiting 
 Need to do more with less regarding cost and organizational issues 

 
Following up with these two companies in 2021 showed stellar results from Lean like: 
 

 The boost in throughput dropped to the bottom line plus added capacity to take on more 
work. For one, additional management advising allowed for attrition to align headcount. 

 Ability to increase business, reduce nonvalue added activity and grow capacity helped 
enable both companies to expand, nearly doubling their respective operations – even 
with a pandemic!  

 Current cultural expectations are now better recognized and met. Employees today do 
not respond well to having orders barked at them; attraction/retention and morale 
improves with Lean’s inclusion and respect for all ideas. 

 Both wanted my team back in to train then learn by doing through facilitated focused 
improvement sessions (mini-Kaizen) in multiple work areas. The expansions consumed 
their bandwidth for some months so our help was needed to revitalize Lean. 

 
A best-case scenario seems when Lean basics plus 6S implementation are taught then the 
shop (or office) improvement Kaizen event provides a practical example to follow. This often 
builds confidence for internal leadership to expand Lean without significant external assistance. 
(often later training on how to apply additional Lean tools or to leverage our other services to 
open new markets is appropriate) 
 
We have been most fortunate that the business owners were astute and good business people 
that sensed the opportunities lurking in their operations. Applied Lean includes participation at 
all levels. These all combined to take their journey one step closer to Operations Excellence. 
Can we help you start that journey? 
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This article is an opinion and is not necessarily endorsed by the publisher. Lean results can often take 2+ years to 
become the culture and clearly show results. The case studies were ripe for quicker results. 
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